Norway & Northern Lights Cruise

28th February 2020 – 16th March 2020
Welcome from your ORCA Cruise Conservationists:
Samanta Norbury-Webster & Hazel Pittwood
It was our privilege to journey with you during the Norway &
Northern Lights cruise. ORCA are extremely grateful to have been
invited by P&O Cruises to join this cruise. Our role was to help
guests get the most out of their wildlife experiences whilst on board
and to collect scientific information on whales, dolphins, porpoises
and other wildlife to be used for their conservation.

Day 1: Boarding Aurora in Southampton
We boarded Aurora in the afternoon and, as it was already dark by the time we departed Southampton, we did not
hold a deck watch. After getting our bearings around the ship we headed to our cabin excited for what the next few
weeks might hold in terms of sightings of wonderful wildlife!

Day 2: 29th February – day at sea in the North Sea
Rough sea conditions made sightings difficult but we were able to spot a pod of common dolphins before breakfast.
During our first lecture of the trip it became apparent that there were many familiar faces on this cruise, guests on
board who had travelled with us on previous trips. Regrettably the rough sea continued and the decks were closed
by the afternoon, however as we crossed the North Sea we were able to view a number of oil platforms.

North Sea Oil Production Platforms
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In terms of seabirds, we encountered Northern gannet, black-legged kittiwake, great black-backed gull, lesser
black-backed gull, puffin, razerbill, guillemot, fulmar, kittiwakes and Sabine’s gull. We were even accompanied by a
pied wagtail hitchhiking about the boat!

Day 3: 1st March – day at sea passing the Norwegian Coast (Norwegian Sea)
After the rough waters continued through the night, decks remained closed but we did have our first views of the
beautiful Norwegian coastline! After attempting to conduct our usual deck watch we were asked to return inside for
safety reasons and continued our watch in the warmth of the Crow’s Nest. It was a quiet day for cetaceans, however
we were able to get good views of Northern gannets following the ship.

First Sighting of Norwegian Coastline

Day 4: 2nd January – day at sea
Rough conditions greeted us on our third consecutive sea day as we continued our journey towards Alta. Eventually
conditions improved and we were able to resume our deck watch. We had a number of puffin, guillemot and
razorbill sightings with fulmars regularly soaring across the waves.

Rough Norwegian Sea
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Day 5: 3rd January –Alta
Decks reopened as we entered the sheltered waters of the fjords. Guests reported seeing a pod of what they
believed to be white-beaked dolphins spotted during sunrise and the possibility of killer whales on the horizon. It
wasn’t long until a second pod of white-beaked dolphins were sighted towards the back of the ship.
As for seabirds, we encountered common scoter, black guillemots, common eider and king eider.

White-beaked dolphin (photo credit: stock image)

The evening was rounded off with a perfect show of the northern lights.

Day 6: 4th March – Alta
It was a sunny but blustery day. When not at sea leading deck watches or delivering our lectures we are free to
explore on land. After a scenic walk in the woods we returned to the ship, we missed a sighting of an otter near the
ship which we were informed of the following morning.
We retired to bed early in preparation for the deck watch into Tromsø, however not without first watching the
northern lights one last time.

Northern Lights across Alta
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Day 7: 5th March – Tromsø
Although initially rough with closed decks we observed a mixed flock of herring and glaucous gulls following the
ship. The water calmed near Tromsø allowing us to catch a glimpse of multiple pods of harbour porpoise stealthily
swimming away from the ship. There was also a sighting of white-beaked dolphins. As we approached Tromsø by
midday king eider and common eider were seen in the harbour.

Calm waters of the fjord

A few of our guests booked on a private RIB trip and were greeted by the sight of Hvaldimir the beluga who elected
to investigate their boat and stay with them for half an hour. Hvaldimir is a wild swimming ex-captive whale, a local
celebrity in this part of Norway.

Hvaldimir the beluga (photo credit: stock image)
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Day 8: 6th March – crossing the Norwegian Sea
Heavy snow meant for poor visibility during our day in Tromsø, however the harbour environment allowed for us to
see some new species such as several black cormorants and hooded crows, Hazel also spotted some long-tailed
ducks.

Long tailed ducks in Tromsø harbour (Photo credit: stock image)

Before we left Tromsø a couple who went on an excursion to Sommarøy Island excitedly told us about having seen a
white-tailed eagle and four Eurasian elk (British English) referred to as moose in North American English. A rarity!

Eurasian Elk on Sommarøy Island (Photo credit: Peter and Barbara Stockwell)

Day 9: 7th March – day at sea
As we returned to open water the sea was rough again but we began our deck watch in the early morning. During
our lecture guests reported seeing diving northern gannets which alerted them to a pod of killer whales whilst we
were having our breakfast. Some guests reported a second sighting of killer whales during our lecture. We continued
our watch on the promenade deck with no further sightings.
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Orca (killer whales) (Photo credit: stock image)

Day 10: 8th March – Ålesund
Docking before light we were met with heavy rain in Ålesund but an exploration of the viewpoint meant for bird
sightings of large flocks of Bohemian waxwing with kittiwake, cormorant and hooded crow on the harbour front.

Bohemian waxwing
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Day 11: 9th March – Stavanger
Prominently positioned in the centre of Stavanger is the large duck pond with 42 mute swans and a large flock of
tufted ducks that are regularly fed by the town residents. Exploring the narrow, cobbled streets of the preserved Old
Town the icon peeps of the Eurasian oystercatcher

Tufted ducks. Male (right) and female (left).

Eurasian Oystercatcher

As we left Stavanager we were met with impressive views of Byfjorden and a series of low lying islands. It was not
long until our attention was drawn to a number squawking gulls and we were lucky enough to spot a white-tailed
eagle.

White-tailed eagle (Photo Credit: Dave Jones)
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Day 12: 10th January – At Sea
Seas picked up for our journey across the North Sea so we stayed on the Promenade Deck and discussed tales of our
journeys whilst Aurora guides us back through all the production platforms. No sightings but a pleasant end to the
trip.

Day 13: 11th January – farewell from your ORCA Cruise Conservationists!
This morning we said our goodbyes, disembarked Aurora and made our way home.

Thank you from your ORCA Cruise Conservationists
Firstly, we would like to give our thanks to guests on board Aurora; It was a real privilege to share this incredible
experience with you. We hope you enjoyed your cruise and that our presence helped you to make the most of the
natural wonders encountered! If you have any feedback please email: info@orcaweb.org.uk
Thank you also to Captain David Pembridge and all crew on board Aurora, particularly to the
production/entertainment team who kindly facilitated the delivery of our lectures on board.
ORCA extend our sincere gratitude to P&O Cruises for providing us with this opportunity to showcase the incredible
wildlife to guests and for enabling us to collect vital scientific data for the conservation of cetaceans
(whales, dolphins and porpoises) and other marine animals.
ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term protection
of whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known as cetaceans), and their habitats.
For more information about us, please visit our website: www.orcaweb.org.uk
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